JOSHUA SAVAGE

contact@enradia.com
+1.520.448.0392
https://enradia.com

Full Stack Web Developer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

EDUCATION

I am a full stack senior web developer with a perfectionist streak combined with an

I spent a few years studying biochemistry, math and Traditional Chinese Medicine

extensive 20+ years experience.

during my undergraduate and graduate studies until I decided to become a self

My knowledge of the web encompasses nearly every aspect from eCommerce and

taught developer in 1999.

security to brand development, UI and design.

TIMELINE

My track record is flawless and I infuse each project with passion and dedication.
I am interested in challenging opportunities with the right company.

1996-1999
M.S. Traditional Chinese Medicine.
New Zealand School of Acupuncture and Traditional Chinese Medicine
Wellington - New Zealand

SPECIALTIES
I have a great deal of experience in eCommerce, RESTful APIs, data analysis and SPAs
(Single Page Apps).
My current personal projects are a good reflection of my interests.

1991-1995
Premed / Biochemistry
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ - USA

LANGUAGE FLUENCY

Development of automated analysis and

Creation of an eCommerce oriented

trading of the crypto currency market

RESTful API providing visitor behavior

using machine learning and genetic

analysis and automated content writing

algorithms.

using machine learning.

SKILLSET

ENGLISH
Native speaker

FRENCH
Native speaker

SPANISH
Basic level

WORK EXPERIENCE

As an experienced developer I can pick up any new skill with ease. Listed is a, by no
means exhaustive, subset of my current skillset. Well written, tested and documented
code is always my standard.

I have been successfully self employed since 1999, providing top notch services
from development to project management.

TIMELINE
GITHUB PROFILE

STACK OVERFLOW PROFILE

https://github.com/cyberwombat

https://stackoverflow.com/story/cyberwombat

LANGUAGES

FRAMEWORKS
ReactJS (v16)
AngularJS (v1.4)
jQuery (v3)
React Native
GraphQL
Symfony (v2)

JavaScript / NodeJS (ES7)
PHP (v7)
C
Python
Ruby
Bash

Docker
AWS
Git
Webpack (v2)

1988 through 1998 (pre and during college)
Various
Prepress printing & lithography, desktop publishing and advertising
Tempe, AZ - USA

DATABASES

DEPLOYMENT
MongoDB
MySQL
Elastic Search
Redis

I have, however, provided some references to some of my longest standing clients
for your review. I have a proven track record of 100% client satisfaction.

Short term contracts

Startup opportunities

Long term contracts

Remote development

Part time employement

Travel anywhere

HOBBIES & INTERESTS

WEIGHTLIFTING

CLIENT REFERENCES
As an independent contractor my client base is extensive and too numerous to list.

AVAILABILITY

CANYONEERING

1999 through Present
Enradia
Self employed web development
Sedona, AZ - USA

StickerJunkie
Lead developer and technical project management from 2007 - Present
Custom development of multiple eCommerce platforms (NodeJS/AngularJS) and
online SVG sticker generator (AngularJS/SVG.js)
Andrea Lake - Owner
andrea@stickerjunkie.com https://stickerjunkie.com +1.505.603.7493

Gone Green
Lead developer and technical project management from 2011 - Present
Custom development of multiple eCommerce platforms (NodeJS)
Brian Wentzel - CEO
brian@gonegreenstore.com https://gonegreenstore.com +1.928.300.9312

CRYPTOCURRENCY

GUITAR PLAYING

Sedona Chamber of Commerce
Lead developer from 2004-2014
Custom development of content management systems (PHP/Symfony)
Jennifer Wesselhoff - President
jwesselhoff@sedonachamber.com https://sedonachamber.com +1.928.204.1123

